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Principle Controller of Defence Accounts (NC), Jammu -180003

(iapcdanc.dad@hub.nic.in)

No. IA/IINCJ/4295/LAO Conf

To

Subject: -

1. LAO(B) Jammu.
2. LAO(A) Udhampur.
3. LAO  I  POD.
4. LAO Rajouri.
5. LAO (A) Leh
6. LAO (A) Srinagar
7. LAO (8) Srinagar
8. LAO (8) Pathankot

Holding of LAOs Conference
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Dated:/L>711/2019

It  has  been  decided  by  the  competent  authority  to  hold  LAOs  Conference  on  28th  and  29th  Nov  2019  in  the
conference hall of PCDA 0VC) Jammu.

YouaredirectedtogothroughtheminutesofpreviousLAOsConference.Actionplanmaybecompletedcarefully
beforetheLAOsConferenceonthelinesofA##ex%reo/reodycJ.rc%/¢fedvidethisofflceletterNo.IA/IINCJ/LAOConf/2019dated
20/09/2019. Besides this, following points may be kept in view while compiling data for the proposed conference;

I.     Details of Static  units that are not Audited by the  LAOs and their considered opinion as to whether static
units are to be audited or not.

2.     The problem being faced in the following areas:
I.         Responsefromtheunit.

11.         Communication of audit objection to the unit.
Ill.         Anyotheraspect.

3.     Identify the units where entry/ exist conferences with  IDAS officer will be more helpful  in resolving  long

pending issues and developing confidence.
4.     The achievement of targets assigned are also have to be part of the conference. Reasons for non-achievement

may be quoted.
5.     Outstanding issues in the AAC 2018-19 indicating specifically the concrete steps taken by your office towards

their clearance.
6.     Any other relevant issue that LAO would like to bring into the notice of the competent authority.
7.     Achievements of your office, if any.
8.     Your comments on LTARs objections circulated to your office viz-a-viz;

i.         Points raised by DADs in the form ofLTARs not detected by your office
ii.         How LTARs are useful in canyingoutaudit.

9.     Pen picture of task audited by your office and the audit documents maintained by them wrt Ordnance Units,
Stn HQrs, MH and MES are to be prepared in separate slides.

10.  Prepare a Power Point Presentation on the issues mentioned above. The duration of presentation shall
not be more than 60 minutes.

TA/DA is admissible under rules.
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For hoisting on the PCDA website.

For information and necessary arrangement of logistic support and    serving
of lunch arrangement, thereof.
For information and necessary action please.

For information and necessary action please.        r~-


